A NEW DIRECTION FOR YOUTH

POSITIVE PATH
WINSTON-SALEM

A PAID 5-month career-development program for those 16-24 who are at risk

Participants are paid for 20 hours a week.

GED Preparation

NCCER Instruction
(construction trades)

STEAM Training
(science, technology, engineering, arts & math)
- Medical fields
- Information technology
- Arts & engineering

Personal & Professional Development
- Mentors & job shadowing
- Networking & field trips

Continued Support for up to Six Months After You Complete the Program.

VISIT CityofWS.ORG

Our Vision
Re-shaping lives through STEAM exposure, mentors, hands-on training and life skills to enrich the future of our at-risk populations.

Our Mission
A holistic approach shaping pro-social behavior through a strategic curriculum. Positive Path provides real-life examples of pro-social behavior in hopes participants will learn and mimic behavior.